
Understanding Gender 
A Lesson Plan from Rights, Respect, Responsibility: A K-12 Curriculum 
Fostering responsibility by respecting young people’s rights to honest sexuality education. 

ADVANCE PREPARATION FOR LESSON:
• Review “Using Ground Rules with this Curriculum” in the 3Rs

Teacher’s Guide (pages 14-15). Establish ground rules, group
agreements, or classroom norms with your students prior to
instruction and refer to them as often as needed.

• Read in the 3Rs Teacher’s Guide about teaching gender, gender
identity, and sexual orientation (pages 23-24).

• Print and cut out the “Gender Identity Photos” included in this
lesson plan. There should be enough photos for each pair of
students  to receive 4 different pictures in an envelope.

Note to the Teacher: If there are not enough photos provided
here for all of your students to have unique sets of 4 photos,
you may duplicate some of the photos so that some groups of
students have some of the same photos, or you may add some
additional photos that you find on your own. If you add photos,
please be sure they represent a range of ages, races, ethnicities,
cultures, physical abilities, and body types, and include some
that visually fulfill gender stereotypes, some that do not, and
some whose gender is not easly recognizeable.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
By the end of this lesson, students will be able to: 

1. Explain what gender and gender identity are, and how they are
different from biological sex. [Knowledge]

2. Define sexual orientation and how it is different from gender
and gender identity. [Knowledge]

3. Define “gender script” while providing several examples of
these scripts. [Knowledge]

4. Identify at least three sources of gender scripts and messages
they have received growing up. [Knowledge]

5. Understand the concept of body image and how body image is
shaped by external messages. [Knowledge]

MATERIALS NEEDED:
• Lesson PowerPoint

• 3Rs Teacher’s Guide (pages 14-
15 and 23-24)

• Projector and screen

• Computer with PowerPoint

• Whiteboard and markers

• “Gender Scripts” worksheet 
(one copy per each group of
three students)

• “Gender Identity Photos,” four 
unique photos in envelopes 
(one set per each group of two
students)

• Homework: “I Am Jazz”
(one per student)

• Homework Option 2: “Jazz 
Jennings: The Three Biggest 
Misconceptions About Being a 
Transgender Teen” (for students 
without Internet access)

TIME: 50 Minutes

TARGET GRADE:
High School – Lesson 1

www.advocatesforyouth.org

NSES ALIGNMENT: 
Students will be able to: 

ID.12.CC.1  – Differentiate 
between biological sex, sexual 
orientation, and gender identity 
and expression. 
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A NOTE ABOUT LANGUAGE:
Language is really important and we’ve intentionally been very  
careful about our language throughout this curriculum. You may  notice language 
throughout the curriculum that seems less familiar—using the pronoun “they” instead 
of “her” or “him,” using gender neutral names in scenarios and role-plays and referring 
to “someone with a vulva” vs. a girl or woman. This is intended to make the curriculum 
inclusive of all genders and gender identities. You will need to determine for yourself how 
much and how often you can do this in your own school and classroom and should make 
adjustments accordingly. 

PROCEDURE:
STEP 1:  Say, “Today we are going to be talking about gender, gender identity, and sexual 
orientation. Let’s take a look at what these terms means before we do some activities.”

Write the word “gender” on the white board. Ask, “What does gender mean?” In most cases, 
people will say, “it’s whether you’re a boy or a girl.” After a few responses, ask, “How does 
someone determine whether you’re a boy or girl?” There will likely be a range of responses, 
but most commonly they will get at “it’s how you’re born.” Ask, “When you’re born, how do 
they know what your gender is?” Probe for “by looking at the baby’s genitals.”

Explain that there’s a slight difference here—that when you look at the baby’s genitals and 
see either a penis or a vulva, all you’re seeing is their body parts. Based on what we see, 
we assign a name to describe that baby—we say, “it’s a boy” or “it’s a girl.” This is called 
a person’s biological sex. Write the phrase “biological sex” on the board to the left of the 
word gender.

Say, “Some people are born with external genitals that don’t match their internal organs. 
For example, somone who has a vulva but no uterus. All of this has to do with biology: 
our body parts, our chromosomes, and our hormones, which all make up our biological 
sex. If our external body parts are different from our internal organs then we are called 
‘intersex.’ That’s a way of referring to someone whose sexual body parts developed 
differently from most people.” 

Say, “Gender, however, is different and far more complex. Let’s break it down a bit. If you 
were to look in the mirror and see your body, what you see in the mirror is part of your 
biological sex. If you were to close your eyes, how you see yourself is your gender identity. 
In most cases, how people feel when they close their eyes matches what they see in the 
mirror. This is called being ‘cisgender.’ For some people, what they see in the mirror and 
how they feel on the inside are different. This is called being ‘transgender.’ And some 
people don’t identity with any gender at all, which is called ‘agender’ or ‘non-gendered,’ or 
they identity somewhere in between male and female, which can be referred to as non-
binary,  ‘gender fluid’ or ‘gender queer.’ 

And gender identity, how you feel about yourself, might not match the gender that you 
express on the outside, or might be different than some people might expect. Gender 
expression is how we present ourself to the world. Gender identity is not a choice, 
whereas gender expression is—or at least should be—an individual’s choice.

These terms are different from sexual orientation.” Write “sexual orientation” on the 
board. Say, “Sexual orientation has to do with the gender or genders of the people we 
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are romantically and physically attracted to. This is different from our sense of what our 
gender is. A person who is attracted to their same gender are typically referred to as gay or 
lesbian, and a person who is attracted to both genders are typically referred to as bisexual 
or possibly pansexual. A person attracted to only the other gender are typically referred 
to as heterosexual. People who do not have sexual feelings at all towards other people, 
but can share emotional intimacy, are typically referred to as asexual. We all have both a 
gender identity and a sexual orientation. 

For example, a person whose biology at birth was characterized as ‘female’ and who 
also feels female on the inside, who is attracted only to people whose biology at birth 
was characterized as ‘male’ and who also feel male on the inside, will likely identify as 
heterosexual. The fact that she identifies as female and he identifies as male are their 
gender identities. The fact that they’re attracted to each other is their sexual orientation.

Similarly, a person whose biology at birth was characterized as ‘female’ and who also 
feels female on the inside, who is attracted only to people whose biology at birth was 
characterized as ‘female’ and who also feel female on the inside, will likely identify as 
a lesbian. The fact that they identify as female are their gender identities. The fact that 
they’re attracted to each other is their sexual orientation.

Give students some facts about San Diego Unified School District high school students from 
the 2019 Youth Risk Behavior Survey: 

• 14.4% describe their appearance as equally feminine and masculine

• 1.1% identify as transgender

• 10.9% identify as lesbian, gay, or bisexual

• 4.5% are unsure of their sexual orientation

Say, “Regardless of our gender identity or sexual orientation, we are getting lots of 
messages about what is or isn’t okay to say, do, or wear based on which gender we are.” 
Write the word “gender script” on the board. Ask, “Has anyone here been in a play at 
school? What does a script tell us in a play or movie or TV show?” Probe for it tells us what 
we should say, how we should move, and how we should react to others. Say, “So our gender 
scripts are how we’re told to be based on the answer to the question when we’re born: ‘Is 
it a boy or a girl?’” Probe the class for examples or provide one of your own.

Note to the Teacher: Here are the terms that should be listed on the board: gender, 
biological sex, sexual orientation, and gender script.

Divide the class into groups of three. Say, “I am going to give you all a sheet of paper and 
would like to ask you to think about the gender scripts you have received or have heard 
about people of a different gender from yours. For right now, we’re just going to talk about 
boys and girls.” 

Distribute the “Gender Scripts” worksheet to each group and tell students they will have 
about 10 minutes in which to complete it. (11 minutes)

STEP 2:  After about 10 minutes, ask students to stop their work. Create two lists on the
board corresponding to the worksheet and ask students to share an example from their lists. 
Write their responses on the board.
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Once all the responses are on the board, ask the following questions:

• What do you notice about the two lists?

• How did you know that these were the gender scripts as you were growing up?

• From where/whom have you been receiving these scripts?

Say, “So far, we’ve been talking about people who are assigned ‘male’ and ‘female’ at birth. In 
most cases, people who are assigned ‘male’ at birth have a penis and testicles, and how they 
feel on the inside matches those body parts. It makes sense to them. It’s typically the same 
thing for people who are assigned ‘female’ at birth—they have a vulva, ovaries, and a uterus, 
and how they feel on the inside matches those parts.

Sometimes, however, the body parts are different from how a person feels on the inside. 
That person may call themselves ‘transgender’ or simply ‘trans.’ For example, a trans woman 
is a person whose biology at birth was characterized as ‘male’ and who feels female on 
the inside. This person’s gender identity is female. Being transgender is not a sexual 
orientation. A transgender person’s sexual orientation would depend on the gender(s) 
that this person is romantically and physically attracted to. 

How might someone who identifies as transgender react to these gender scripts?”                    
(11 minutes)

STEP 3:  Say, “To what extent do you think our culture as a whole has been scripted 
around gender? Let’s take a look at that now. To do so, we need to get into pairs.”

After students get into their pairs, say, “Each pair is going to get an envelope. Inside are 
four pictures. You are going to face each other. One person will start by taking out one 
of the pictures from the envelope without showing it to the other person. They will then 
describe the person in the picture and the other person needs to guess the gender of that 
person. Seems easy, right? But wait—there are a few rules!” 

Write key words on the board as you go through these rules:

• The guesser may not ask questions; they can only go by what’s shared by their 
partner.

• No gender pronouns may be used by the person describing the pictures. Only “they” 
or “them” can be used—no “he” or “his” or “she” or “hers.”

• No gender words like “masculine” or “feminine” can be used, such as “man” or 
“woman” and so on. For example, you cannot say, “This person looks like a man 
but isn’t” or “This person looks really girly.” Just describe what’s in the picture. 
For example, “This person has long hair.” “This person is a child. They are playing 
football.”

• You may not refer to whatever’s in the picture as a “girl” or “boy” thing. For example, 
you cannot say “This person is playing with a girl’s doll.”

• If you recognize the person in the picture, please do not say, “Oh, it’s so-and-so” 
or describe what TV show or movie they’re in. Just describe what they look like 
physically. 
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Show the PowerPoint Slide 17 with the sample photo. Say, “For example, if you had this 
person, you might say, ‘this person is smiling, has dark hair that is styled up over their 
head, and is wearing lipstick and other makeup.’ Then allow the other person to guess.”

Advance to Slide 18 and describe this person while showing the hints, but before the photo 
is revealed. Say, “Let’s try another one—only this time you won’t see the picture yet, 
which is what it will be like in the activity. This person has dark hair that’s sort of spiked 
up. They’re wearing eye makeup and a necklace and a leather jacket.” Once students have 
guessed about the gender of the person in the picture, click again to reveal the photo.

Answer any questions and then distribute the envelopes, reminding students to take turns 
describing the photos/guessing the genders and to not show their photos to their partners. 
As they work, walk around the room to see how they are doing. (10 minutes)

STEP 4:  After about five minutes, ask students to stop their work. Process by asking the
following questions:

• What was it like to do that? What was [insert participant responses] about it?
• Did you find it easy to guess a person’s gender? What was the language that

tipped you off?
• What made it difficult to guess the person’s gender?
• What was it like to be the person giving clues? What was easy or challenging

about doing that?

Say, “In the photos, there were certain features that could apply to someone who is or who 
we perceive to be female, to someone who is or we perceive to be male, or to someone 
whose gender identity we do not know or who does not identify as male or female. If these 
terms can apply to someone of any gender, why do you think we gender them in the first 
place? For instance, why would we say, ‘she’s dressed like a guy’ vs. ‘she’s wearing pants?’”

Say, “What we call ourselves is called our ‘gender identity.’ And while you may assume that 
someone who looks a particular way on the outside identifies the same way on the inside, 
that may not necessarily be the case.” Ask, “How many people feel they guessed the genders 
of the people in both of their photos correctly?” Explain that, unless the photo you had was 
of a famous person who’s made their gender known, you actually wouldn’t know for sure 
what that person’s gender is unless you asked them.  

STEP 5: Next, lead the discussion to questions about body image. Write the term “Body 
Image” on the white board with markers. As you ask students questions, write key words or 
ideas that they contribute on the white board for reference during the discussion. Explain 
to students that body image is how we feel about and perceive our own bodies. Say, “Body 
image can be positive, such as I feel strong or I like my hair, or negative, such as feeling too 
tall or too skinny. Our perceptions of ourselves and what society expects of us also influence 
the way we see other people. We might compare ourselves look to other people we see in 
media or meet in real life. Sometimes that comparison also leads to judging others about 
their own bodies and their own physical appearance. 

Now we’re going to talk about the photo activity that we just did, thinking about what our 
own perceptions and judgements were about the person’s body or gender expression. When 
you looked at these photos, did you think about any of the following:
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• Did you think about how attractive or unattractive these people were?
• Did you think about their body size or shape?
• Were your first impressions of people that presented as female different from your

feelings about people that presented as male?
• What about people that presented clearly female or male compared with people

who didn’t?
• How did you think about the white people as compared to the people of color?
• Do you think that bias against people because of their body size, shape, or

appearance is acceptable?

Ask if there is anyone who did not think about the size of these people in the photos as they 
examined them. Point out that although each person looks happy, healthy, or active, the first 
impression that many people will have is about their body size.

Ask students to consider where they get their ideas about what body shape and size is 
attractive and healthy. Draw a circle on the board and write “BODY IMAGE SHAPED BY…” in the 
center. Create a web of the students’ ideas (e.g., family, friends, culture, advertisements, toys, 
video games, TV, movies, music, magazines, etc.). Guide a discussion about the ways in which 
each category on the board has shaped their ideas about body image and their perceptions 
about people who fall outside what is considered “normal” or attractive.

Tell students that societal ideas about body image are so ingrained that most of us take them 
for granted and accept them as natural and normal. This might lead us to internalize negative 
concepts about ourselves and others, such as feeling like a bad person for being overweight 
or thinking that thin people are the most worthy friends. Ideas about body image, however, 
are not fixed or universal, and vary depending upon time and place. Ask students to silently 
reflect on how many times a day they judge (or hear others judge) their own or someone else’s 
size or appearance, and what effect these judgments have on us cumulatively and over time.

Say to students, “No one has the right to tell someone else how they are supposed to express 
their gender or how they should look. Society will continue to give messages about gender 
and body image, whether from the media, family, culture, or religious groups. But in the end, 
every person has the right to discover who they are and to let others know in ways that feel 
right to them.” (15 minutes) 

STEP 6:  Answer any questions students may have, then explain that for their homework
they will be watching a few minutes of the TV show “I Am Jazz” and will respond to some 
questions about it. Distribute the homework sheets and close class. (3 minutes)

RECOMMENDED ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING OBJECTIVES AT CONCLUSION 
OF LESSON: 
The initial presentation by the teacher will achieve Learning Objective 1. The gender script 
brainstorm small group activity and large group discussion will achieve Learning Objectives 2 
and 3. The homework will also achieve Learning Objective 2. 

HOMEWORK: 

Students will watch a brief excerpt from the TV show I Am Jazz and respond to the questions 
on the homework sheet. An alternate homework (Option 2) is available for people who do not 
have Internet access.

(Body Image lesson excerpted from Reshaping Body Image by Teaching Tolerance 
https://www.tolerance.org/classroom-resources/tolerance-lessons/reshaping-body-image)
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GENDER SCRIPTS

 
Names: ________________________________________________________

Instructions: 

• From the time we are born, we are told how we are supposed to act, dress and speak 
based on the sex we are assigned at birth—just as if we had been given a script and 
asked to follow it throughout our lives. 

• In the space below, please provide examples of some of the messages you or people 
close to you have received about how we are supposed to behave based on whether 
someone is assigned “male” or “female” at birth. 
 

 ASSIGNED FEMALE  ASSIGNED MALE
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I Am Jazz
Homework (Lesson HS-1) 

Name: _________________________   Date: _________________________

INSTRUCTIONS:
• Please go to https://bit.ly/IAmJazz and watch the clip from Season 1 Episode 1 of “I 

Am Jazz”

• Once you are done, please answer the questions below.

1. When Mom and Dad talked about knowing they were having a boy, Dad talked about
what he was looking forward to. What things was he excited to do with his child based on
the sex he assumed Jazz was?

2. Jazz’s dad talked about not wanting to go out into the world when Jazz was wearing a
dress. Why do you think he felt that way? Do you think he would have felt that way had his
daughter wanted to leave wearing pants? Why or why not?

3. Why do you think Jazz was not allowed to go to school “dressed as a girl”? Do you agree
with them for doing that or do you think she should have been allowed to? Why or why
not?

4. When talking to more than one person, you’ll notice they say “you guys.” This is used
a lot in real life, too. Why do you think when we’re talking to a group, even if they don’t
identify as boys or male, we say “you guys?” Would it ever work to say, “You girls?” Why?
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I Am Jazz: Jazz and Jeanette Jennings Talk Reality TV, Misconceptions About Being a Transgender Teen | Glamour 
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SUBSCRIBE 

NEWS &  CULTURE   |   THE CONVERSATION 

Jazz Jennings: The 3 Biggest Misconceptions About Being a Transgender 
Teen 
BY JESSICA RADLOFF 

JULY 15, 2015 5:17 AM 

About halfway through our 45-minute conversation, 14-year-old Jazz Jennings confides that she's worried about how her new docu- 
reality series, I Am Jazz (premiering tonight on TLC), will be received. She's hoping for a positive response from viewers, but she also 
knows that the subject of her series—her journey as a transgender teen—is still new territory. Will audiences understand that being 
transgender wasn't a choice? Or that gender dysphoria is a real thing? 

But spend just a few minutes with Jazz and her mom, Jeanette, 49, and the answer is unequivocally yes. Warm-hearted, authentic, 
and deeply understanding, Jazz and her family may not generate the amount of publicity that Caitlyn Jenner and the Kardashians do, 
but their story is just as powerful—maybe even more so. The Jennings family is more like yours and mine than the 
Jenners/Kardashians will ever be, and with that comes a greater understanding of what it means to be transgender in today's world, 
and especially for today's kids. How do people know they were born into the wrong body? When should parents take their kids' 
wishes seriously? And how should family handle such a sensitive topic? Nothing was off-limits as we sat down with this mother- 
daughter duo to talk about the most pressing questions, life in a new spotlight, and the Barbara Walters interview that started it all. 
Prepared to be amazed. 

Glamour: What made you decide to sign on to your own reality series? 

Jeanette Jennings: We've been thinking about it for a while, but Jazz was too young. It's hard enough to wrap your mind around the 
idea of a transgender child, so it's easier when they're a teenager. People think it's a choice [to be transgender and it's not], so TLC gave us 
this platform, and we couldn't pass up such an opportunity to share our story in such a real way. Like Jazz says, we wanted to normalize 
transgender kids. So we hope that comes across to people and that they are less judgmental. 

Glamour: Jazz, I remember when Barbara Walters interviewed you on 20/20 in 2007. You were six years old. Did you remember having 
the queen of journalism come into your house and talk to you? 

Jazz Jennings: Yeah, I definitely remember parts of it. I remember her asking me certain questions about whether I'm a boy or a girl, 
and me definitely being sure I'm a girl. At the time, I didn't even know who was Barbara Walters was, so I would… 

Jeanette: She called Barbara her friend. 

Jazz: I did. My friend Barbara is coming! 

Glamour: And, Jeanette, what was that like for you having Barbara Walters come in to your home? 

Jeanette: It was surreal. My husband is really conservative and so we worked with [ABC] for months and he said, We want the most 
credible journalist ABC has, and we want Barbara Walters to do this.' So it was him. It worked out great. I mean, it was like, If Barbara 
says you can have a transgender kid, then you can have a transgender kid!' 
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Glamour: Jazz, at a very young age you said, 'I have a boy body, but I think like a girl.' What did that mean? 

Jazz: Right from the start I knew I was a girl, and I really just expressed that and conveyed that message by gravitating toward Barbie 
dolls, dresses, everything feminine. But I also knew I was different as well. I knew I was a girl, but I knew I was different. The way I knew 
that was because I knew I didn't have a girl body. As I got older, I started learning more about different private parts, and I would take 
baths with my brothers and my sister and wonder why I didn't have my sister's body. I have a boy body but a girl brain, and once I 
learned the differences between the bodies, I knew I wanted a girl body. 

Jeanette: People would say, Oh, how would a two-year-old know?' but you know, one of the first things you teach your kids are, 
Where are you eyes? Your nose? Where's your mouth?' And you teach them all their body parts. She wondered why she didn't look 
like her sister. People don't give enough credit to two-year-olds. They know what they want. 

Jazz: But it also wasn't just about the body parts for me. It was a transition where I just wanted to live my life authentically, and be the 

girl I always knew I was. So that's how it was for me at first. When I was young, I asked my mom when the good fairy was going to 

come and change my body parts. 

Glamour: What's the biggest misconception people have about you? 

Jazz: There are three big ones! First one is people think that this is a choice to be transgender and it's not. It's not a choice at all.  They 

think one day I woke up and said, Mommy, I don't feel like being a boy anymore; I want to be a girl,' and that my parents made me do 

this. I knew who I was and that was a girl, right from the start. Another huge is misconception is surgery. Oh my gosh it's so annoying! 

People are always so concerned what's in between my legs. They're like, So, is it this part or that part? Has she had the surgery?' But this 

isn't just a medical journey. Sure, there are medical aspects that people should understand and be educated about, but it's also much 

more than that. And being transgender, it's about really finding yourself along the process and finding the courage to live your life 

authentically. I think people have to understand that. It's not about what's between your legs, but what's between your ears 

Jeanette: And what's in your heart. 

Jazz: And the last misconception is the one about being too young, which we clearly expressed. People don't know what's going through 

my head. People don't define me. I define myself. I knew I was a girl. 

Glamour: Where does your confidence come from? 

Jazz: Because my family always embraced me right from the start and showered me with unconditional love and support and 

acceptance, that's why that confidence was able to blossom and I was able to be who I am proudly. So it's thanks to them. If I was shut 

down at that time and didn't have such a supportive family, I couldn't be who I am, and therefore I probably wouldn't be as confident. 

Jeanette: If she was forced to live her life as a boy, I don't think she'd be as confident. She'd be a completely different person, and 

hopefully alive, because so many of these kids… 

Glamour: How did you prepare the rest of the family for this transition? 

Jeanette: If you think about it, the boys are a couple years older than Jazz, so when they were four-years-old, Jazz was two, and acting 

like a girl. So they never had a little brother. In their minds they never had a little brother. But for Ari (Jazz's older sister), Jazz was her 

little baby, her little brother, and she loved it like a doll. In Ari's mind, this was her brother, but a girly brother. When it was time for 

Jazz to transition, it was hard for Ari because she was like, I'm the girl, I'm the princess, I'm the only girl.' It was her and three boys, and
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she wasn't ready to share that spotlight. We explained to Ari that this was the situation, these were the statistics, and it was like 
tough love. We explained that it was going to be a tough road [for Jazz] and she would need her big sister. And she said she loved 
Jazz and was going to be the best big sister to protect her. She completely turned around. She was eight years old, and Jazz was 
almost five

Glamour: You explain in the show how you decided on the name Jazz, but tell our readers. 

Jazz: My sister was Princess Jasmine in the play, Aladdin, so since she was my role model, I chose Jazz. We didn't want to use my 
birth name when we did the 20/20 special with Barbara Walters, so we chose that name. 

Glamour: Is Jazz the name you go by privately, or just publicly? 

Jazz: Yes, both. 

Jeanette: I just recently started calling her Jazz. 

Glamour: Really? 

Jeanette: Yeah, once we started filming the show because I didn't want to [split the two]. She has always been Jaren to me, which is 
her birth name. 

Glamour: How has it been with the cameras following you around for the series? 

Jazz: It's definitely overwhelming at first. You don't have these people living in your house, but they're there almost five days a 
week! I guess they are kind of living there, using your toilet paper and everything. [Laughs] I remember at the end of the season, they 
bought us tons of paper towels and toilet paper! It was a lifestyle change [at first], but they really do capture our normal lifestyle, so 
it's great. 
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https://www.glamour.com/story/jazz-jennings-transgender 

Glamour: Jazz, we see your friends appear on the show. Was that hard for them to get used to the cameras? 

Jazz: Sometimes my friends don't love it and sometimes they do, but they do it because they want to help me share my story. That's 
very sweet. 

Glamour: When you get older, what would you like to do for a living? 

Jazz: When I was younger, I would say, everything,' because I love doing so many things, and am so passionate. I love to explore 
and travel, I love movies, I love writing, I love math and science, so maybe I'll be… 

Jeanette: A nuclear physicist? 

Jazz: No! Not a nuclear… 

Jazz: But I love to write, I love poetry, I love so many things. But I'll just see what happens. I definitely want to continue sharing 
my story and hopefully helping people to the best of my abilities. I always say I want to leave this world in a better state than the 
one I arrived in, and I want to live by those terms. 

Glamour: The transgender community has unofficially appointed you as a spokesperson of sorts, which is wonderful because it is 
a gift to help others, but I would imagine it's difficult too. 

Jazz: You know, sometimes I do feel like there are expectations set for myself in my community, and I have to do the best I can. 
But then I come to this realization that I'm human and I'm not perfect, and I'm going to make mistakes, and people will have to 
realize that. And then I come to another realization which is that this isn't just about me anyway. This is about the whole 
community, united together to achieve equality for all and make a difference. Even though I might be [publicly] out there more or 
well known, it doesn't make me more important than someone who is doing something in their local community. It's just that we're 
all trying our hardest to create change to the best of our ability, therefore, we are all equal, and all working our hardest to create a 
more loving and accepting society. 

Glamour: Before we leave, what message would you like to leave our readers with? 

Jazz: I just hope the universal message is really expressed, which is about embracing who you are, respecting yourself, living your 
life authentically and being able to find happiness and love throughout your life. This isn't just about transgender people. Maybe for 
now it is, but in the future, I want to make sure that all people can live by those terms and express their natural rights and live their 
lives as they are. So hopefully the show can start that off. 

Jeanette: I can't top that. I don't want to let other moms down, so I feel a lot of pressure. 

Jazz: But even if people have expectations set for you, or you feel that way, just push them all aside, because you have to be who 
you are and accept the fact that not everyone will agree with you, but it's just the way you are, and you can't change that. 

Jeanette: Yes, ma'am! 

Jazz: She's the best mom in the whole wide world. 

Jazz has her own mermaid tail company, Purple Rainbow Tails, which raises money for transgender children. TransKids Purple 
Rainbow Foundation is devoted to raising awareness about gender dysphoria, offering support to families of transgender 
children, as well as trans kids directly. The foundation works to education and enlighten the educational and legal systems, and 
society to make it more inclusive and supportive of all transgender individuals.
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